
This document contains errata and clarifications of rules, disks, 
and cards for Warhammer: Diskwars. All tournaments must use the 
most recent version of this document to supplement the most 
recent Warhammer: Diskwars tournament rules and core rulebook.
Additions since the last update appear in blue text. 

Disk Errata
This section contains official errata that have been made to disks.

Heinrich Kemmler (Legions of Darkness)
The ability should read: “This disk can use reanimate to place up 
to 3 “Skeleton” disks.”

rulEs Errata
This section contains official errata that have been made to the 
rules of play.

Command Card Abilities (sidebar, page 7)
The second sentence of the fifth paragraph should read: “Disks 
that can use a battle ability are represented in italic type  
on the card.”

Winning the Game (example, page 15)
The first sentence should read: “At the end of the fifth round, 
Buster and Lucille both have 10 points, more than any  
other player.”

Scrums (example, page 20)
The last three sentences should read: 

“The Orc player decides that the Wolf Riders deals 3 
damage to the High Mage. The River Troll is only engaged 
with Teclis, so it deals 5 damage to Teclis. Then the High 
Elf player decides that Teclis deals 3 damage to the River 
Troll. The Wolf Riders and the High Mage each take a 
wound and are removed. Teclis and the River Troll also each 
take a wound because the damage Teclis deals to the River 
Troll combines with the damage already dealt to it by the 
Spearmen. Teclis and the River Troll are not removed as 
casualties because each has a stamina of 1 and they have 
not previously taken wounds.”

rulEs of Play ClarifiCations
This section contains official rule clarifications and additional 
rules for Warhammer: Diskwars. Used in conjunction with the core 
set rulebook, these clarifications help players navigate through the 
most complex situations that can arise while playing the game.

Deployment
The following clarifications apply to the deploy disks step of setup.

DEPloying units & HEroEs
If a player is ever unable to deploy one of his heroes, he must 
reinforce it during the first round or move it to his casualty pile at 
the end of that round.

If a player does not have enough disks to deploy disks equal to 
the deployment number in each zone, then he can split his disks 
between the zones however he wants (a zone can be left empty).

ovErlaPPing EnEmiEs anD DEPloymEnt ZonEs
A player cannot deploy a disk pinning or overlapping an enemy 
disk. A player also cannot deploy a disk overlapping an enemy 
deployment zone.

Resolving Command Cards
A player resolves his command card by doing the following (not 
in order):

• Applying the effects of that card’s passive ability, if any.

• Deciding to use that card’s battle ability, if any, even if all of a 
player’s disks have been activated.

• Using all of that card’s activation value to activate disks, if able.

PassivE abilitiEs
A card’s passive ability is active as soon as it is revealed. However, 
a card may require a player to apply its passive abilities to a 
particular disk. 

Example: Jack resolves “Myrmidia’s Blessing.” He activates 
a Hochland Pistoliers disk and flips it seven times. The 
card’s passive ability only applies to 1 disk activated with 
it, so Jack decides not to apply the card’s passive ability 
to the Hochland Pistoliers. Then Jack activates a Steam 
Tank. He applies the card’s passive ability to the Steam 
Tank, which gains 2 movement, and he flips it three times. 
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After activating these 2 disks, Jack has no unactivated disks 
left on the battlefield, and Jack is finished resolving his 
command card.

Pinning
A disk that is overlapping another disk is pinning that disk if 
there is no intervening disk between them, even if there is no 
physical contact between the surfaces of the two disks. Tokens 
on top of disks within a scrum may cause there to be no physical 
contact between a disk at the top of the pile and another disk 
that it is overlapping.

Disks with Both Swift and Slow in 
Engagements
If a disk with swift ({ or |) gains slow ({ or |) of the same type 
(or vice versa), the disk deals its melee damage as if it does not 
have either keyword. Multiple instances of swift and slow do not 
stack.

Example: A Plaguebearers disk overlaps a Hill terrain 
piece and gains swift (|). Later, an Orc Boyz disk pins 
the Plaguebearers. When this engagement is resolved, the 
Plaguebearers will deal its damage at the same time as the 
Orc Boyz.

True Damage
Damage with the € type is called true damage and ignores 
immune (√ and �) and resistant (√ and �).

Target
The following clarifications apply to the use of “target.”

rangED attaCks
A disk cannot make a ranged attack against itself.

foCus abilitiEs anD battlE abilitiEs
A disk may target itself with its focus ability or a battle ability that 
it uses if that ability’s text does not specify otherwise.

Example: A Sun Dragon pins a Bloodthirster and Valkia 
the Bloody. The Sun Dragon targets itself with its focus 
ability and rolls a “5.” The Sun Dragon deals 5√ to the 
Bloodthirster, Valkia the Bloody, and itself.

Range
If an ability uses the word “completely” when referring to range, 
then the target is in range if no point on the range ruler that is 
outside the specified range touches the target.

If an ability does not use the word “completely” when referring to 
range, then the target is in range if any point on the range ruler 
inside the specified range touches the the target.

Ranged Attacks
sCattEr
Scatter results are resolved against disks in scatter range as if those 
disks are at the same range from the attacker as the target disk. It 
does not matter if the disk that scatter is being resolved against is 
outside of the maximum range of the attack.

Disk ClarifiCations
This section addresses rules interactions for specific disks. 

Core Set
karl franZ
Karl Franz cannot use his ability to move an activation token to 
himself because he is already activated. When a player chooses a 
disk to activate and begins taking an action with it, that disk is 
activated even though the token has not yet been placed on it.

sky CuttEr
The Sky Cutter’s ranged attack deals true damage.

orC sHaman
The Orc Shaman does not gain additional magic for each  
Ø hero within short range since heroes are not units.

grimgor ironHiDE
If Grimgor Ironhide is damaged by a ¤ result during a ranged 
attack and suffers a wound, the activation token from the critical 
hit is removed.

blooDtHirstEr
Any disk engaged with a Bloodthirster takes an additional wound 
when it takes a wound, regardless of the source.

blooDCrusHErs
The d6 is rolled once for each flip that causes impact damage and 
is applied to each disk pinned (regardless of how many disks the 
Bloodcrushers pin).

kairos fatEwEavEr
The disk reinforced with Kairos’ ability does not have to be 
completely within medium range, provided any part of the disk is 
within medium range.

Hammer and Hold
runiC Cannon
£ results at siege range are ignored and are not treated as ¦ 
results.

Legions of Darkness
ZombiE Dragon
A disk targeted by the Zombie Dragon’s ability always takes a 
poison token, regardless if any damage was dealt.
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CarD ClarifiCations
This section addresses rules interactions for specific cards.

Core Set
sHiElD of saPHEry
The damage reduction from Shield of Saphery occurs before 
any damage is halved due to resistance.

The damage reduction from Shield of Saphery is rolled once 
for each source of damage. (Attacks from multiple disks are a 
single source).

Shield of Saphery targets a single disk, and does NOT apply to 
each disk within medium range of the caster (the target can be 
the caster).

Legions of Darkness
aCquiEsCEnCE
A disk’s text box includes title, traits, keywords, and abilities. 
Battle abilities requiring an italicized trait cannot be used by a 
disk targeted by Acquiescence.

Dark majEsty
A disk cannot overlap the disk that is using Dark Majesty (“flip 
onto” applies to both pinning and overlapping the disk).
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frEquEntly askED quEstions
This section answers some of the more frequently asked 
questions that arise while playing Warhammer: Diskwars. 

Does a player have to flip a disk as many times as 
its movement value allows?
No. A player is not required to flip a disk as many times as its 
movement, and a disk does not have to flip at all.

If a player’s “Storm of Chaos” card is active 
and he reinforces a Chaos disk using Kairos 
Fateweaver, is the reinforced disk empowered?
No. Activating Kairos Fateweaver to resolve his focus ability 
counts toward the card’s activation value; reinforcing the other 
disk does not. Only Kairos Fateweaver is empowered.

Does cover “stack” if a disk gains cover from two 
separate effects? For example,  if a disk is both 
overlapping a piece of terrain and also overlapping 
a “Screen” deployment zone, does the ranged 
attack roll two less battle dice?
No. Cover is not cumulative. It only reduces an enemy’s battle 
dice by a maximum of 1.

When a command card has a passive ability that 
affects one of the disks activated with it (for 
example, “Myrmidia’s Blessing” or “Speed of 
Asuryan”) and the same disk is activated again while 
the card is active, does the effect still apply to that 
disk? 
Yes. The card ability remains in effect until the card is 
discarded.

If a command card has a passive ability that affects 
specific disks activated with that card, when is the 
activating player required to announce the disk 
that will gain the benefit of that ability?
The player announces each disk that is affected by the ability 
when he activates that disk. 

Does the “Ambush” deployment card ability extend 
its deployment zone to long range and combine 
with other deployment card abilities? For example, 
if“Ambush” and “Disperse” are combined, can 
disks deployed at long range in that zone also 
overlap that zone?
No. “Ambush” does not extend the zone itself to long range.

Is a ≤ disk empowered when it is reinforced into 
a deployment zone with the “Rendezvous” ability 
using an activation from “Storm of Chaos?”
Yes. The disk was activated using the card’s activation value, even 
though an activation token is not placed on it.

If the Hellcannon makes a ranged attack and rolls 
both § and £ or ¤ results, at what range are the £ 
and ¤ resolved? 
This is generally not an issue, but when the target disk is near the 
division between long and siege range flipping the Hellcannon 
before or after assigning damage may change the number of hits 
inflicted. Resolve the hit and critical hit results based on the 
range to the target measured from the Hellcannon before the 
Hellcannon performed the attack.

If a disk’s ranged attack has a strength of “d6” and 
it rolls multiple battle dice (such as the Hellcannon), 
does the player roll the d6 once and apply that result 
to every hit? 
Yes. Roll the d6 once and deal that amount of damage for each 
hit or critical hit result including those rolled when resolving 
scatter.

Can a disk with mobile take a ranged attack action 
during a scout move?
No. A disk with mobile cannot take a ranged attack action during 
a scout move action. 
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If all disks on the battlefield are pinned and 
activated, do players still choose and resolve another 
command card, as mentioned in the rules on page 18?
No. The rule on page 18 says “if able.” No player is able to 
play a command card if all disks on the battlefield are pinned 
or activated. However, if at least one player has any unpinned, 
unactivated, all players must play command cards.

If a Flamers disk makes a ranged attack against 
Teclis and rolls a critical hit, does Teclis receive an 
activation token, or does immune (�) mean that he 
ignores any effect resulting from the attack?
The damage and activation token are separate effects of rolling 
a critical hit, so Teclis would be activated because he is only 
immune to the damage.

Can a disk that makes a ranged attack and rolls a 
¤ result ignore the damage dealt and only place an 
activation token on the target?
No. Although the damage and activation token are separate 
effects of rolling a critical hit, the damage dealt by the ranged 
attack cannot be voluntarily ignored.

Can a disk with mobile (such as Volkmar the Grim) 
use its focus ability during a scout move action?
Yes. A disk can use its focus ability during a scout move action, 
unless its focus ability would deal damage to an enemy.

Can a disk with impact and relentless (such as Grom 
the Paunch) flip onto a disk, deal impact damage 
to it, then flip off of that disk and back on to deal 
impact damage again? 
Yes. A disk with impact and relentless can flip off the disk it 
deals impact damage to and then flip back on to deal its impact 
damage again. This does not violate the rule that impact damage 
cannot be dealt to a disk by a disk that was pinning it prior to 
flipping, because it was not pinning the other disk prior to the 
second flip that deals impact damage.

Can a disk with relentless flip onto multiple enemies 
at once and keep flipping until it pins another 
enemy?
Yes. Relentless allows a disk to continue moving the first time a 
flip ends on at least 1 enemy disk. The “first time” applies to the 
instance of pinning 1 or more disks, and not to the number of 
disks or any particular disk that it pins.

What happens if players are unable to determine 
which disk is closer to the target when resolving 
scatter during a ranged attack?
The players randomly determine which disk the scatter is resolved 
against.

If a Black Knights disk is reanimated, does it deal 
its impact damage to any disks it is placed on?
No. Impact damage is only dealt after a disk flips.

If a Hellcannon makes a ranged attack and rolls a § 
result, and the nearest disk is Isabella Von Carstein 
with the Dark Majesty token, what happens?
The Hellcannon must flip as close to Isabella as possible, without 
overlapping her.
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